HCBF Executive Profiles 2017-18
Bella Yoro - President
A well-rounded healthcare strategist who is pursuing her career in strategic
management within the life sciences sector. She is passionate about
improving patients' quality of life, and takes initiative to improve the
community by running charity events, mentoring in schools and serving on
an ethics board.

Adeline Koh - Co-Vice President
Adeline is in her final year of MBA candidacy, specializing in health industry
management and finance. She holds a Bachelor of Science from York University
and Master in Clinical Embryology from National University of Singapore. For
over a decade, she has various experiences in health industry from
pharmaceutical sales, clinical embryology, and biotechnology research to
administration. Her interest lies in commercialization and startup valuation. As
a co-Vice President, Adeline’s goal is to promote healthcare and biotechnology
forum effectively to the student community and industry experts.

Kristiana Vangelova - Co-Vice President
Kristiana has a Bachelor of Science from the University of Waterloo
where she specialized in Biology. She worked in a lab where her research
focused on the uptake of toxic compounds using microalgae and the
conversion of the resultant biomass into biofuel. Kristiana is interested in
disruptive technologies and how they will change the game for the
healthcare and biotech sector. Her goal as part of HCBF is to help
interested students become informed and connected with industry
stalwarts. In her spare time, Kristiana can be found at Snakes and Lattes
trying out new board games, or in a studio practicing Muay Thai.

Mladen Danon – Director of Operations
I am a Professional Engineer current working in the pharmaceutical
industry (R&D at Sanofi Pasteur). I am a forward-thinking leader of project
teams involved with process innovation/optimization,
Commissioning/Qualification (C&Q) and Quality Engineering. Past
experiences have included project management and consulting in food and
pharmaceutical industries within Canada & USA.

Morgan McNaughton – Director of Business Development
With a background in Kinesiology and Health Sciences, and several years of
pharmaceutical patient access and operations management experience,
Morgan is very passionate about Canadian and international healthcare. He
has developed a strong interest in the pharmaceutical industry, specifically
in consumer goods and market access for specialty medications. He is a
part-time MBA student who currently works as an operations manager in
pharmaceutical market access programs, and hopes to pursue dualspecializations in Strategic Management and Marketing Management.

Tina(Xi) Yuan – Director of Marketing
I am an IMBA candidate at the Schulich School of Business. I received my
Hon. B.Sc. from the University of Toronto specialized in biomedical
toxicology during which I conducted experiments in the search of novel-antiinflammatory drugs. I successfully organized the 2nd Zebrafish conference
for Personalized/Precision Medicine at St. Michael’s hospital, which attracted
over 200 scientists, clinicians and researchers worldwide. I am passionate
about healthcare, and am interested in pursuing a career in the healthcare
industry.

Manu Nagra – Director of Finance
On completing Bachelors in Metallurgical Engineering from IIT Kanpur in
2010, I joined Schlumberger in Oilfield Services where I worked for 3 years
gaining expertise in onshore/offshore drilling operations. I had the privilege
to serve for high-profile Deep Water contracts very early on my career. In
2013 I moved to starting-up multiple personal ventures, the last two in the
test prep sector, before moving to consulting (freelance) the largest player
in the test prep industry in India. I have consulted on areas as broad as
designing innovative marketing strategies, brand positioning and business
development. I had the opportunity to pioneer a client's first ever

international foray oversees in Singapore. An active sportsman, I have played soccer throughout college &
work and have also enjoyed organizing many tournaments and events in different settings. I also have a
demonstrated flair for self-learning new technologies. I am currently pursuing my MBA from Schulich school
of Business with an interest in finance and financial modelling.

